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WORK SHEET 

SUBJECT- ENGLISH 

Grammar: Chapter-8: Possessions, Chapter-9: Adjectives, Chapter-10: Degrees of 
composition  

CLASS- V                                                                                                        Date-03.09.14 
 

A. Use an apostrophe to show possession: 

1. the song of the bird   ______________________________________ 

2. the gift for Mala         ______________________________________ 

3. the heel of Achilles    ______________________________________ 

4. the gun of the hunter _____________________________________ 

5. the tails of foxes         ______________________________________ 

6. a film for children      ______________________________________ 

7. the horns of the oxen _____________________________________ 

8. the uniforms of the drivers _________________________________ 

B. Make the following plural : 

1. the deer’s horns             ____________________________________ 

2. the child’s tears              ____________________________________ 

3. the baby’s bottle            ____________________________________ 

4. the student’s essay        ____________________________________ 

C. Rewrite the following making use of the apostrophe: 

1. the toys belonging to the children  ___________________________ 

2. the food meant for the puppies      ___________________________ 

3. the school meant for boys                ___________________________ 

4. the church named after St. Peter    ___________________________ 

D. Pick out the adjectives of quality in the following sentences: 

1. We had to cross a deep river.  

2. I met an old man with grey hair. 

3. Only noble people can form great nations. 

4. The hungry lion could not catch the clever fox. 

5. The ancient palace was converted into a grand museum. 

6. It was a warm, sunny day and a light breeze was blowing. 
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E. Fill in the blanks with Adjectives of Quality. 

1. These medicines are _____________in taste. 

2. We should eat _____________ food. 

3. The rest of the road was flat and ___________. 

4. The __________ worker could not finish his work. 

  

 

 

F. Write ‘N’ for Adjectives of Number and ‘Q’ for Adjectives of Quantity. 

1. A week has seven days.       _______ 

2. There is enough rice in this bag.   _______ 

3. He gave the ball to the first student.  _______ 

4.  There was no milk for the baby.     _______ 

 

G. Pick out the Demonstrative Adjectives. 

1. This box is heavy. 

2. Kavita has joined that school.  

3. I have read these books. 

4 Who bought those flowers. 

 

H. Make the following phrases plural. 

1. This smart little child                             __________________________ 

2. This cute white puppy                           __________________________ 

3. Such a lovely baby                                __________________________ 

4. that tiny, soft foot                                   __________________________ 

I. Make the following phrases singular: 

1.  these brave soldiers                                _________________________ 

2.  such sharp knives                                    _________________________ 

3. such delicate designs                               _________________________ 

4.  these close matches                                _________________________ 
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  Smooth                slow                   healthy                  bitter 



J.  Pick out the interrogative and possessive adjectives : 

1. What time are you leaving for your school? 

2. Which is your bed ? 

3. Whose bag is lying on her desk ? 

4. What gift have you brought for your friend ? 

K . Write down the opposites of the following Adjectives : 

1.  broad  ->                                                   6. humble     -> 

2.  kind     ->                                                  7. modern    ->  

3. cheap   ->                                                 8. dull            -> 

4.  safe     ->                                                 9. bold          ->   

5. worst   ->                                                 10.empty      -> 

 L . Complete the following sentences using the following information:- 

[the oldest,    older than,     as old as,      younger than,   youngest  ] 

Surya  - 9 years 5 months      Ashis -  10 years        Tanuja  - 10 years   Amar  - 11 years                       

1. Amar is _____________boy in the class. 

2. Ashish is _____________ Tanuja. 

3.Amar is ______________ Surya. 

4.Ashis is _______________ Amar. 

5.The __________________ boy in the class is Surya. 

 

J .Fill in the blanks with the correct words: 

1. I have __________ work to do. ( much, many) 

2. Rupa has ___________friends than Ritu. (fewer, less) 

3.Can you spare ______________ money? (a little, a  few) 

4.We need _________________more people to complete the work. (a few, a little) 

K. Fill in the blanks with the correct degree of adjectives:- 

1. She has many _______________ friends.(sincere) 

2. His writing is much ____________than his sister’s.(good) 

3. The dog was as_____________ as his master.(smart) 

4. This is the ___________essay you have ever written.( bad) 
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H. Write the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives: 

1. Bad 

2. Good 

3. Little  

4. Beautiful 

5. Far 

6. Tall  

7. Short 

8. Fat 

9. Thin 

10. Lovely 
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